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RECEIVING
A MUST!

Initial set up needs to be athletic in order to be an efficient receiver

Feet slightly bigger than shoulders apart, hips back, shoulders over knees

Once catcher can position comfortably, then catcher can receive for pitcher

Start by getting in receiving position – NO GLOVE, receive a tennis ball with thumb parallel to the ground-
progress to receiving a tennis ball with fewer fingers but also making sure head stays behind the ball “nose 
behind knuckles”, sticking the ball, staying behind the ball, nose behind knuckles, thumbs are parallel to the 
floor

TIPS for catchers:

Attend your pitchers’ workouts to learn their specific spins, strengths and weaknesses.

Use the pitching machine to receive the ball without allowing glove to move and making sure nose is behind 
knuckles

Use pitching machine or live pitching workout learn to shift as the ball is coming to the catcher

GOAL: Initially learn the strike zone (every umpire is different), figure a way to make the strike zone bigger! 
Get “river” pitches called strikes, create an illusion with body, head and shoulders by keeping them outside of 
ball and keeping the ball in the zone without moving the pitch.



BLOCKING

GOAL- keep the ball in front on the plate, positive self talk is imperative, “nothing gets by me, I am a wall”.

Keep it simple, always start with no ball, then add a ball to practice reaction, down the middle & side to side.

Blocking form – down the middle (shoulders curled, chin tucked, knees replace the feet, puke in the toilet, hand 
behind glove) - side to side (working on a horseshoe type shape, throw knees to side and body positioning the 
same).  Anticipate the ball being in the dirt. 

Simple Drills for every practice:

Partner races- catchers face each other with balls in between them blocking down a line and back.

Zig zag blocking- catcher straddels a parallel line and blocks on a horseshoe shape all the way down the line, 
from right to left to work on balls inside and outside.

Burpees – block a drop ball then a rise ball to simulate balls in the dirt and balls in the air but forcing catcher to 
maintain an athletic position with fast reaction 



BLOCKING

• GOAL: Get all the way around the ball, 

communicate early and often, know which 

position has priority

Drills

toss ball while standing behind the catcher 

bunt with live runner to understand urgency w/o 

panic

live bunting 

Pop balls up so catcher has to read and react, 

encourage them to keep their mask on



Check
By throwing inside or outside, remember next time she is up. 

ALWAYS studying hitters! 

Throw Throw outside to see if the batter steps in, drops hands, check 
swings or is late on the ball.

Throw Throw inside to see if the batter is scared, bails, takes the pitch, 
is late on the ball, is early on the ball or tries to get hit.

SEEK AND YOU SHALL FIND A WEAKNESS

HOW?

During batting practice

On deck

Practice swings

Hand position

Body position

Stance

Place in the box

Be a hitter detective!



THROWING

Ability to spin the ball correctly, understanding importance of 
transition, POP time under 2.0 from either knees or feet, proper 
footwork for throw downs and pick offs’

Drills 

Transfers, using pinky of glove hand to change balls’ 
direction to throwing hand “TAP/TAP”, goal is to not allow the ball 
to get deep in pocket

Hands and feet/knees work together, replacing feet 
and not taking a huge step

Ladder- start w/0 ball, add ball, toss ball and transfer 
but just drop the ball

Stop watch- it’s helpful to start w/baseline 
measurement and establish realistic goals



EFFICIENT 
THROW 
DOWNS



PITCHER/CATCHER 
COMMUNICATION

• Imperative to have a working relationship with 

pitcher

• Need to understand each pitch, where it travels, 

what velocity it travels at and where it travels when 

it is thrown improperly

• Need to understand what the pitchers’ strengths 

and weaknesses are

• Need to know when the pitcher needs a time out 

or a mental break



COMMUNICATION

• GOAL: stress catchers are QB’s or generals, if a miscommunication occurs, 

it’s their fault, early and often communication

• In between each new scenario, catcher communicates same message, verbally and non verbally

• As soon as a ball is hit, catcher communicates

• No fear of making the wrong call



SITUATIONAL DEFENSE

Runner on 1st base 
bunt to 3rd

• Catcher sprints to 
3rd to cover the bag 
in case the runner 
decides to go all the 
way to third base

Runners in Scoring 
Position

• Catcher Lines up the 
pitcher to the cut off 
and to home plate 
catcher calls for for 
ball

Nobody on Nobody 
Out

• Base hit, catcher 
sprints down first 
base line to cover an 
over throw



PLAYS AT THE PLATE

GOAL

To understand proper positioning and proper glove direction – making sure the runner can’t get 
around or through the catcher. Catcher should be just off the plate. Catcher should drop right knee 
down and tag with two hands, one in the glove securing the ball.

Drills

Throw balls from a distance and have the catcher put the tag on. Catcher should be yelling “4-4-4” 
as soon as the ball is hit

Have the “cut off” throw balls to the catcher and put the tag on. You can use a football tackling 
dumby or some other prop to distract the catcher.

Throw a big bouncy ball at the catcher while catcher still has to put a tag on

(mask always stays on)
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